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Course Outline
Basics

• Principle of lasers and current laser technology
• Interaction of light with a bulk matter
• Interaction of light with a molecule

• Spectroscopy technology
• Nonlinear optical processes with intense laser beam

Photobiology
• Interaction of light with cells

• Interaction of light with tissues
Applications

• Optical imaging
• Optical biopsy

• Single-molecule detection
• Biosensors

• Laser tweezers



LASER:

Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation

3-level system 4-level system











Absorption and Emission Spectra of Several Tissue Fluorophores



1 cm-1=0.124 meV=1.986x10-23 Joule

λ = 1000 nm = 1 µm = 10-4 cm 
Photon energy = 10000 cm-1

= 1.24 eV





Raman Spectrum



Second Harmonic Generation
PNL(2ω)=   ε0 χ(2) (2ω:ω,ω) E(ω)E(ω)

Third Harmonic Generation
PNL(3ω)=   ε0 χ(3) (3ω:ω,ω,ω) E(ω)E(ω)E(ω)

Two photon absorption
PNL(ω)=   ε0 χ(3) (ω:ω,-ω,ω) E(ω)E*(ω)E(ω)
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Nonlinear Optical Processes with intense laser beam χ(2) v.s. χ(3) 
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Virtual Transitions in Harmonic Generations

2hν1=hν2 3hν1=hν2



Existence of χ(2)

-PNL(2ω)=   ε0 χ(2) (2ω:ω,ω) [-E(ω)][-E(ω)]=   ε0 χ(2) (2ω:ω,ω) E(ω)E(ω)

= PNL(2ω)

For centro-symmetric media :

E        PNL

-E       -PNL
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χ(2) (2ω:ω,ω)=0
for centro-symmetric media

For randomly distributed biological molecules and nano-
structures, the random orientation)causes optical centro-
symmetry.  No SHG will occur.



Observation of THG

SHG crystal

hν1 hν2 hν1 hν2

THG crystal

hν1 hν3 hν1 hν3

THG can be detected if there is χ(1) or χ(3) 

asymmetry (fluctuation) around the focus



THG
interfaces with optical 
inhomogeneity1,2

SHG (Non-centro-symmetry)

surfaces and interface3

membrane potentials4,5

tissue polarity6,7

biophotonic crystalline 
effect8,9 (structural 
proteins10)

Origins of Higher Harmonics

1. D. Yelin and Y. Silberberg, Optics Express 5, 169(1999)
2. M. Muller, J. Squier, K. R. Wilson, G. J. Brakenhoff, J. Microscopy 191, 266 (1998).
3. Y. R. Shen, Nature 337, 519(1989)
4. L. Moreaux, O. Sandre, M. Blanchard-Desce, and J. Mertz, Opt. Lett. 25, 320 (2000).
5. G. Peleg, A. Lewis, M. Linial, and L. M. Loew, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 96, 6700 (1999).
6. Freund, M. Deutsch, and A. Sprecher, Biophys. J. 50, 693 (1986).
7. Y. Guo, et al., Opt. Lett. 22, 1323 (1997). 
8. S.-W. Chu, et al., Opt. Lett. 26, 1909 (2001). 
9. S.-W. Chu, et al., J. Microscopy 208, 190 (2002).
10. P. J. Campagnola et al., Biophy. J. 81, 493 (2002).



Photobiology



Interaction of Light with Cells and Tissues
• Scattering

• Absorption



Light Absorption in Cells









Interaction of Light with Tissues
• Scattering
• Absorption
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豬皮膚的光衰弱頻譜

Optics of Animal Skin



Optics of Human Skin

R. R. Anderson and J. A. Parish, J. Invest. Dermatol. 77, 13 (1981)

S: Diffuse scattering
K: Absorption





VARIOUS LIGHT-INDUCED PROCESSES IN TISSUES



Micro-explosion Induced by High Intensity 
Femtosecond NIR Pulses 

Ti:sapphire Laser (780nm)

2.4x1011 W/cm2

30 mW, 1.2 NA , 0.50 µm

50 µm



Ca2+ Wave Propagation Between 
Hela Cell with 750nm excitation

Excitation power: 50mW



Applications



Reference:
Imagining imaging’s future, Nature Reviews of Molecular Cell Biology 2003 Sep, ss16 – ss21

Imaging methods compared by penetration depths and ranges of lateral dimensions

AFM: atomic-force 
microscopy

AOH: all-optical histology

BL: bioluminescence

FL: fluorescence 
microscopy at visible 
wavelengths

MEG:
magnetoencephalography

MRI: functional magnetic 
resonance imaging

OCT: optical coherence 
tomography

PET: positron emission
Tomography

TIR-FM: total internal 
reflection fluorescence 
microscopy

US: ultrasound.



Single-Lens Microscope

In the 16th Century, A 
magnifier composed of a 
single convex lens was 
constructed, and led to the 
eventual development of a 
microscope.

Leeuwenhoek used a 
single-lens microscope to 
discover bacteria.



Compound Microscope

Compound microscope incorporates more than one lens.  The 
image magnified by one lens can be further magnified by another.

In 17th century, R. Hooke discovered the fact that living things 
are composed of cells using a  compound  microscope.



Multi-photon 
fluorescence 
microscopy

Harmonics optical 
microscopy











Observing Live Tissues

Dark Field Observation

Darkfield Microscopy - Oblique illumination can be used to increase the visibility of 
specimens lacking in sufficient contrast that are difficult to observe with standard 
brightfield microscopy. 



numerical aperture (N.A.)

The ability of an objective to include or “grasp” the various rays of light coming from each 
illuminated part of the specimen is directly related to the angular aperture of the objective. 
Objectives with lower angular aperture can include only a narrower cone of light as compared to 
objectives with higher angular aperture.

The equation for numerical aperture (N.A.) is: 

n is the index of refraction of the material in the object space, that is the space between the 
specimen and the front (lowest) lens of the objective. Sine θ is the sine of 1/2 the angular aperture
of the objective. (refractive index of air is 1.00+; the refractive index of immersion oil is 1.515)
For a given angular aperture, oil immersion objectives can have higher numerical aperture since 
n=1.515 for oil. Since θ cannot exceed 90°, the sine of θ must be 1 or less. 

Since a “dry” objective is used with air in the object space (n for air is 1.00+), the maximum 
theoretical N.A. of a “dry” objective is 1; in practice, not more than 0.95.

Since immersion oil has a refractive index of 1.515, it is theoretically possible to utilize oil 
immersion objectives which can yield a numerical aperture of 1.5; in practice, not more than 1.4.

Numerical Aperture (NA) = n xsin(θ)







Optical Resolution = 0.61 λ/NA







Phase Contrast - Phase contrast was introduced in the 1930's for testing of telescope mirrors, and was 
adapted by Zeiss laboratories into a commercial microscope several years later. This technique provides 
an excellent method of improving contrast in unstained biological specimens without significant loss in 
resolution, and is widely utilized to examine dynamic events in living cells.



Differential Interference-Contrast Microscope

Differential Interference Contrast - An excellent mechanism for rendering contrast in transparent 
specimens, differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy is a beam-shearing interference 
system in which the reference beam is sheared by a minuscule amount, generally somewhat less 
than the diameter of an Airy disk. The technique produces a monochromatic shadow-cast image 
that effectively displays the gradient of optical paths for both high and low spatial frequencies 
present in the specimen. Those regions of the specimen where the optical paths increase along a 
reference direction appear brighter (or darker), while regions where the path differences decrease 
appear in reverse contrast. As the gradient of optical path difference grows steeper, image 
contrast is dramatically increased.





Fluorescence Microscopy - Used primarily with episcopic illumination, fluorescence 
microscopy is rapidly becoming a standard tool in the fields of genetics, 
embryology, and cell biology



Fluorescence Microscope



Fluorescence Microscopy

Autofluorescence or fluorescence dye (fluorochrome)



A number of fluorescent probes have been developed that can be used to 
label specific organelles, surface structures, live versus dead bacteria (below, 
left) and even ions that move into and out of the cells.

An endothelial cell (above, right) from the bovine pulmonary artery has been 
labeled with three different fluorescent stains. The nucleus fluoresces blue, the 
microtubules that form the cytoskeleton fluoresce green, and mitochondria are 
red.

Fluorescence Microscopy



Problem of Fluorescence Microscopy

Contrast Improved 

? Axial Resolution

Confocal Microscopy



最早的共軛焦點顯微鏡示意圖。左方為光源，A、B為孔隙，D為焦點，
P為光偵測器，M1為分光鏡，M2為反射鏡，a 、 b 、 c為入射光，o為
透鏡，d 、 e 、 f為要收集的信號，s為樣品。
(取自Marvin Minsky, Microscopy Apparatus, Nov. 7, 1957. )

Confocal Microscopy



Confocal Microscopy

Enhance axial resolution

Pinhole Lens LensSample DetectorLight 
Source

Confocal Microscopy - Confocal microscopy offers several advantages over conventional optical microscopy, 
including controllable depth of field, the elimination of image degrading out-of-focus information, and the ability 
to collect serial optical sections from thick specimens. The key to the confocal approach is the use of spatial 
filtering to eliminate out-of-focus light or flare in specimens that are thicker than the plane of focus. There has 
been a tremendous explosion in the popularity of confocal microscopy in recent years, due in part to the relative 
ease with which extremely high-quality images can be obtained from specimens prepared for conventional 
optical microscopy, and in its great number of applications in many areas of current research interest.





阿拉伯芥葉肉原生質體 (也就是除去細胞壁之後的植物細胞)在共軛焦點螢光
顯微鏡下所產生的三維立體影像。紅色的部份是葉綠體本身發出的螢光，綠
色部份是粒線體膜系以及細胞膜染上螢光染料mitotracker的結果。圖片由生
物技術開發中心林白翎博士所提供。

3D Fluorescence Microscopy





FRAP - fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
FLIP - fluorescence loss in photobleaching
FRET - fluorescence resonance energy transfer
FLIM – fluorescence lifetime microscopy



Single-Photon Confocal Microscopy

LASER
BEAM Out-of-focus absorption

Out-of-focus bleaching
Out-of-focus photodamage
Out-of-focus fluorescence
Low penetration depth

hν2hν1



hν1

hν1

hν2hν2hν1

Two-Photon ExcitationSingle-Photon Excitation

Two-Photon Absorption

hν1>hν2 2hν1>hν2



Two-photon Fluorescence Excitation

IR



雙光子技術軸向自切片能力示範。右方為單光子螢光，整個樣本
都會放光，左方則為雙光子螢光，只在焦點處產生。(影像由美國
紐約州立大學鄭炳今教授提供) 

Auto-Sectioning Power



LASER
BEAM

Multi-Photon Confocal Microscopy

Multi-Photon Fluorescence
Optical sectioning 
(automatically confocal)
Minimized out-of-focus 
absorption/bleaching
Minimized out-of-focus 
photodamage/fluorescence
High axial/depth resolution
High penetration depth



The image shows a ryanodine-labeled cell (blue) overlaid 
with sequentially ratioed Fluo-3 images (red) that indicate 
only changes in ion activity. Sparking events are located 
at particular reoccuring sites with a preference for those 
near specific nuclei.

http://www.englib.cornell.edu/drbio/mpei2.html

Multi-Photon 
Fluorescence 
Microscopy



The figure is an MPE autofluoresence image of the elastin and collagen matrix found in 
the dermal layer of skin (ex: 740 nm; em: 400-550 nm). The image was taken ~150 µm
into an slab of unfixed human dermis. 

http://www.englib.cornell.edu/drbio/mpei.html

Multi-Photon Fluorescence Microscopy



hν1

hν1

hν2 hν1

hν1

hν3

hν1

Second Harmonic Generation Third Harmonic Generation

Virtual Transitions in Harmonic Generations

2hν1=hν2 3hν1=hν2

Energy Conservation Law



WHY HOM?

In- focus absorption/photo-
bleaching

In-focus photo-damage
Staining or auto fluorescence

Multi-photon Fluoresecence Harmonics Generation

Optical Sectioning
Deeper penetration due to IR wavelength

No energy deposition/No 
absorption/photo-
bleaching
No photo-damage
Endogenous (No staining 
required)

J. N. Gannaway and C. J. R. Sheppard, Optical and Quantum Electronics, 10, 435-439 (1978)
W. Denk, J. H. Strickler and W. W. Webb, Science 248, 73-76 (1990)  



Optics of Human Skin

R. R. Anderson and J. A. Parish, J. Invest. Dermatol. 77, 13 (1981)

S: Diffuse scattering
K: Absorption

Excitation
SHG

THG

Excitation Wavelength Selection



倍頻顯微鏡結構

Harmonics Optical Microscope (HOM)



Laboratory Mouse Tendon

Mouse Tendon

THG + SHG

Scale bar: 20 µm
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parallel collagen fiber bundles  



Skeletal Muscle Fiber of a Laboratory Mouse

Skeletal Muscle

THG + SHG

Scale bar: 20 µm



Dentine

Human Tooth

Scale bar: 20 µm



Embryonic Expression in Zebrafish

•In vivo
•Non-invasive
•Spatial resolution < 1µm

3D Imaging of embryo cell proliferation process in vivo.

240µmX240µm
dome stage, 4-hpf 



Mitosis

Microtubule Array

Scale bar: 20 µm



Embryonic Expression in Zebrafish

Shield stage, 6hpf

240µmX240µm

THG + SHG



Optical Section of the Embryo

90%-epiboly stage, 
9-hpf

Animal pole view

240µmX240µmBlastoderm
Deep cell layer

Yolk cell
internal yolk syncytial layer 

THG + SHG



15-somite stage

94*94µm 67*67µm 52*52µm

Brains and Axons

THG + SHG



Nature 418, 512 (2002)

Raman Microscopy and Coherent Anti-Stokes 
Raman (CARS) Microscopy



Trans-illumination  (Photon Migration)



Bioluminescent imaging

Figure 4. Bioluminescent imaging of gene expression
(a) Bilateral chest tumors expressing transgenic luciferase and imaged
with a photon-counting camera after intraperitoneal injection of luciferin.
The tumor on the left expresses higher levels of luciferase (indicated by
areas of red, yellow and green) than the tumor on the right. Reproduced,
with permission, from [3]. (b) Kinetics of lentiviral vector-luciferase (LV-luc)
gene transfer measured using bioluminescence. Adult Swiss nude mice
received 2 × 108 transducing units of LV-luc via the portal vein, and the
expression of luciferase was monitored in the mice over time (three mice
per group). (c) Bioluminescent imaging of a typical pair of LV-luc-treated
and control mice 14 days after vector delivery; the primary organs of
LV transduction – the liver and spleen – are indicated. Reproduced,
with permission, from [32]. (d) Expression of fluc and rluc markers in
tumors showing the absence of cross-reactivity of luciferases of rluc
D-luciferin and fluc for coelenterazine in living mice. Both C6-Fluc (A)
and C6-Rluc (B) cells were implanted subcutaneously in the right and
left forearms, respectively, in the same mouse, with control C6 cells
(C) implanted in the right thigh region. Injection of D-luciferin via the
tail vein in mouse (i) produces bioluminescence from site A and minimal
signal from the B and C sites. Injection of coelenterazine via the tail
vein in mouse (ii) produces bioluminescence from site B but minimal
signal from the A or C sites. R and L represent the right and left sides
of the mouse resting in supine position. Reproduced, with permission,
from [34]. Abbreviations: fluc, firefly luciferase; rluc, renilla luciferase.

Trends in Biotechnology 20, S11 (2002) 



Bioluminescent imaging



Optical Fluorescence imaging



Optical Imaging Agents

Example of an activatable optical 
contrast agent. The contrast agent is 
built on a
backbone and consists of a linker that 
can be cleaved by a specific enzyme 
of interest and a fluorophore and 
quencher molecule that are on either 
side of the linker and in close 
proximity with one another. When the 
linker is intact (a), and the fluorophore
is excited by an external laser, the 
energy is efficiently transferred to the 
quencher molecule and very little is 
emitted as light. If the contrast agent 
molecule encounters the enzyme of 
interest (b) and that enzyme cleaves 
the linker (c), the quenching molecule 
moves away from the fluorophore and 
now the excitation of the fluorophore
leads to the emission of light. The 
signal is therefore switched on by the 
presence of the specific enzyme.

Reference：In vivo molecular and genomic imaging: new challenges for imaging physics,
Phys. Med. Biol. 49 (2004) R13–R48





Optical Coherent Tomography

Axial Resolution of OCT = 0.44λ2/∆λ





Images  of a 3mm penetration depth OCT system(1)

G. Tearney. et al., Science., 276, 2037(1997)

Center wavelength:1280nm 
(Mode-Locked Cr:Forsterite
laser)

X Resolution in air:10µm            
(Bandwidth:75nm)

Penetration depth: 3mm

500µm



Images  of a sub-µm resolution OCT system

Center wavelength:725nm 
(Mode-Locked Ti:Sapphire 
laser with photonic crystal 
fiber)

Resolution in air:0.75µm
(Bandwidth:325nm)

X Penetration depth: :500µm

B. Povazay., et al., Opt. Lett.,27 (20), 1800 (2002)



Spectroscopic optical 
coherence tomography

January 15, 2000 / Vol. 25, No. 2 / OPTICS 
LETTERS



Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy

- Single molecule Imaging Capability

Only the near field (a few hundred 
nanometers below the specimen side 
coverslip surface) is excited. The cheek 
cells are out of reach of the evanescent 
wave and do not contribute to the 
fluorescence image. In other experiments, 
DiI-stained Hela cells and neurons were 
observed, and fluorescence and TIRFM 
were compared. In each case, TIRFM 
permitted very high contrast observation 
of the cell surface.



Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy

Total internal reflection microscopy (TIRFM) is an optical technique used to observe 
single molecule fluorescence. Some biophysicists have used the technique for many 
years, while others are just beginning to explore the boundaries of this versatile 
mechanism for studying phenomena occurring at interfaces.
Today, the technique is gaining popularity with cell biologists and neuroscientists to employ 
it to observe cell membrane fluorescence, in part because new membrane-specific dyes 
have been developed. In the past, TIRFM was difficult to perform due to the complexity of 
the microscope setup and the problem of achieving acceptable image brightness. A 
recently developed high numerical aperture microscope objective lens improves TIRFM and 
makes it widely accessible.

Total internal reflection is an optical phenomenon that can be employed to observe events 
occuring at boundaries. When light strikes the interface between two optical media of 
different refractive indices, the light incident at an angle greater than the critical angle 
undergoes total reflection.



Beyond the angle of total reflection, the electromagnetic field of the incoming/reflected light still extends into 
the z direction. The strength of this field, often termed the evanescent wave, decreases exponentially, and 
its effects extend only a few hundred nanometers into the second medium (having the lower refractive 
index). That portion of the specimen within the evanescent field can be excited to emit fluorescence and 
consequently can be seen or recorded. This is the essence of TIRFM (see Figure 7.17).
The condition for total reflection is given by the following equation:

θc = sin-1(n2/n1) where n1> n2

where n1 is the refractive index of the objective, n2 is the refractive index of the specimen, and θc is the 
critical angle. This condition is identical to that creating the evanescent wave.
The key advantage of TIRFM is the shallow penetration depth of the evanescent wave. Only fluorophore
molecules very near the surface of a specimen are excited to emit, creating an extremely thin optical section. 
Outside the evanescent field, fluorescence is minimal. This effect leads to images of very high contrast 
having a good signal-to-noise ratio.



The evanescent field intensity decays exponentially with increasing distance from the interface according 
to the equation:

I(z) = I(o)e-z/d

where I(z) represents the intensity at a perpendicular distance z from the interface and I(o) is the intensity 
at the interface. The characteristic penetration depth (d) at λ(o), the wavelength of incident light in a 
vacuum, is given by:

d = λ(o)/4π(n1
2sin2θ - n2

2)-1/2

The penetration depth, which usually ranges between 30 and 300 nanometers, is independent of the 
incident light polarization direction, and decreases as the reflection angle grows larger. This value is also 
dependent upon the refractive indices of the media present at the interface and the illumination 
wavelength. In general, the value of d is on the order of the incident wavelength, or perhaps somewhat 
smaller. When the incident angle equals the critical value, d goes to infinity, and the wavefronts of 
refracted light are normal to the surface.

Characteristic penetration depth of the evanescent field 



Instrumental Approaches to TIRFM

Scientists have developed several TIRFM setups, of which the following types are common: 
(1) with illumination side prism
This setup is easily accomplished, since it requires only the microscope, prism, and laser, all components that are 
readily available. The drawback for this setup is the requirement that the specimen be positioned between the prism 
and the microscope objective.
(2) through the lens illumination.
This setup requires that the laser be introduced through the microscope, and greatly benefits from an objective lens 
with a numerical aperture (NA) > 1.4. The specimen must be located on the bottom surface of the cover glass. The 
preparation, facing away from the objective, is accessible and permits the use of other instrumentation such as 
micromanipulators, differential interference contrast (DIC) illuminating optics, and even a scanning probe microscope.



Science 294, 1929 (2001)

Single Molecule Imaging and Single Virus Imaging





Scanning Near-Field Optical Microscopy - For ultra-high optical resolution, 
scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) is currently the photonic 
instrument of choice. Near-field imaging occurs when a sub-micron optical probe 
is positioned a very short distance from the sample and light is transmitted 
through a small aperture at the tip of this probe. The near-field is defined as the 
region above a surface with dimensions less than a single wavelength of the light 
incident on the surface. Within the near-field region evanescent light is not 
diffraction limited and nanometer spatial resolution is possible. This 
phenomenon enables non-diffraction limited imaging and spectroscopy of a 
sample that is simply not possible with conventional optical imaging techniques.

Near-Field Optical Microscopy



2. 反射式掃描近場光學顯微儀
• 探針照明斜向收光模式(Illumination Mode)

光經由光纖探針在近場中送出至樣品表面反射後，由側向的偵測器接收光學訊號的模式。

• 垂直反射模式(Vertical Reflection Mode)
光經由光纖探針在近場中發射至樣品表面，經垂直反射後再由同一光纖探針在近場中接收光學訊號的
模式。

3. 斜向照明探針集光模式(Collection Mode)
光源由側面打在樣品上經反射後由光纖探針在近場中接收光學訊號的模式。

掃描式近場光學顯微儀依據量測之需要及樣品之光
學性質，通常以上圖所列之五種工作模式為
主，分成穿透式與反射式兩大類。

1.穿透式掃描近場光學顯微儀

• 探針照明模式(Illumination Mode)
以光纖探針之光學孔穴作為近場之點光源，光經
樣品穿透至另一方之偵測器而被接收的模式。

• 探針集光模式(Collection Mode)
光源由樣品另一方送入，穿透樣品後經由光纖
探針在近場中接收的模式。而光源穿透樣品的
方式又可分為用內部全反射(total internal 
reflection)式的方法，與直接入射光穿透樣品

的方式這兩種。



Near-Field Scanning Optical Microscopy (SNOM)
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

- For ultra-high resolution in liquid cell operation

7x7 µm images of GFP labelled yeast cells. 
(AFM/ NSOM/ fluorescence) 

APL 80, 2625 (2002)



Biomolecule (DNA and Protein) Sensing with THz Electro-
magnetic waves

Wei Shi and Yujie J. Ding
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015



APL 80, 3003 (2002)

T-Ray Imaging
- Near field T-ray Imaging 
(with nano meter resolution)

- T-ray CT

Microelectronics Journal 33, 1043 (2002)



APL 80, 154 (2002)



Photodynamic Therapy



Lab on a chip
- manipulation and sorting by 
dielectrophoretic force.
- 3-D buried optical circuits with 
microfluidic channel and enable on-
chip spectroscopy analysis.
- parallel single cell electrophoresis 
with independent fluorescence 
characterization of the cellular 
analytes from each cell.

Microfluidic device + optical 
waveguides + optical tweezers + 
electrophoresis

CLEO2004, CFK6
Peter R. Herman, Andrew Yick, Jianzhao Li, 
Chris Valdivia
Department of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering, University of Toronto,
10 King’s College Rd., Toronto, ON, M5S 3G4, 
Canada;



- Precise control of extremely 
small sample volume
- Physics of Rapid Mixing

K. T. Kotz, K. A. Noble, and G. W. Faris
Molecular Physics Department, SRI 
International, 333 Ravenswood Ave, Menlo 
Park, CA 94025

Optical Control of Droplet-based 
Microfluides



Nano Letters 3, 935 (2003)

PRL 88, 077402 (2002)



Laser Capture Microdissection of 
Living in vitro Cells



Nano-surgury in a living cell ?

Optics Letters 26, 820 (2001).



Nature 418, 290 (2002).



Optical Tweezers

Microscope Lens

FaFb
F

LASER BEAM

Mie sized sphere in a single beam optical trap

• A. Ashkin, J. M. Dziedzic, J. E. Bjorkholm, 
and S. Chu, “Observation of a single-beam 
gradient force optical trap for dielectric 
particles,” Optics Letters 11, 288 (1986).

• A. Ashkin, J. M. Dziedzic, and T. Yamane, 
“Optical trapping and manipulation of single 
cells using infrared laser beams,” Nature
330, 769 (1987).

• A. Ashkin and J. M. Dziedzic, “Optical 
trapping and manipulation of viruses and 
bacteria,” Science 235, 1517 (1987).



Nature 399, 446 (1999)



Rotary Motors:
The Bacterial Flagella Motor and the F1-Adenosine Triphosphatase (F1-ATPase)

- Observe discrete 120 degree rotations
- the work required to rotate the actin filament against viscous load to be as much as 80 pN-nm.
- F1-ATPase can couple nearly 100% of its ATP-derived energy into mechanical work

Cell 93, 21 (1998).
Cell 93,1117 (1998)
Science 283, 1689 (1999)



Linear Motor Protein:
Kinesin: Vesicle Transport Along Microtubules

Nature 365, 721 (1993).
Nature 388, 386 (1997).
Cell 93, 5 (1998).
Science 283, 1689 (1999)

- kinesin advanced in discrete steps of 8 nm [the tubulin repeat unit on the 
microtubule track]
- stalled under loads of 5-7 pN,



RNA Polymerase:
A Processive DNA Transcription Machine

Transcribe a DNA template into messenger RNA

- direct observation of transcription process
- effect of template tension on polymerase activity
- pausing & arrest during polymerase (stall force ~ 27 pN)
- kechanism of polymerization kinetics
- tuning rate of DNA replication with external stresses

Science 270, 1653 (1995).
Science 282, 902 (1998).



Direct observation of DNA rotation during transcription 
by Escherichia coli RNA polymerase

- DNA motor: untwisting gives rise to a torque 

- B S transition provides a switch for such a motor.

- Γ > 5 pN-nm from hydrodynamic drag estimate

Nature 409 , 113 (2001)



Polymer Elasticity and Domain Unfolding:
Polymer properties of the titin molecule and the forced unfolding of its domains

- titin is responsible for the structural integrity and elasticity of relaxed muscle.
- pull and reversibly unfold single immunoglobulin (Ig) and fibronectin III (Fn3) 
domains within the 3-MD muscle protein titin

Science 276, 1112 (1997).
Nature 387, 308 (1997).
Science 276, 1109 (1997).


